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Celebrating masculine art and
the men who create it

Welcome to Issue No. 24 or MASCULAR
Magazine – HEROES.
“Hero” is such a strange word. So big
and heavy for four little letters. At
first blush, its an easy word to define.
Everyone know what it means. And
yet, it can be imprecise, flexible and
prone to miss-use. We like the word
‘hero’ because its short hand for all of
the qualities we know to be admirable
in someone, but often too difficult to
live up to. Selflessness, bravery, vision
– a savior. Heroes are the stuff of film
and fiction, folklore and myth. They
keep us safe and secure. Some heroes
are born that way. They just have that
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innate sense of good and naturally
step in where and when needed.
Superman is a hero. But, most people
will agree, the most compelling stories
are of “reluctant” heroes. The men
and women who woke up that day,
just like any other, and circumstances
developed in such a way that they
were projected into hero-dom. What’s
made them special is that when faced
with impossible odds and terrible
prospects, they dug deep inside and
found some inner source of strength
and ingenuity to save the day. Sort of
like the spider guy, or maybe… or the
hundreds upon hundreds of people
that we walk past on any given day.

I like the reluctant hero model
the most. It gives some scope for
alternative themes and tropes, to use
a “mot du jours”. The silent hero, the
reluctant hero, the every-day hero
are a true source of inspiration. They
aren’t saving the world necessarily.
They are making other sacrifices or
facing other more personal battles.
We all know heroes. A sibling that’s
gone through cancer, a friend dealing
with depression, or a friend whose
been the victim of violence and still
stands up to face every day. These
are all heroes. It would be to easy to
claim that LGBTQ people have faced
more than their share of challenges.

Sexuality isn’t the determinant. While
clearly there ara places and there
have been times when being out and
gay was heroic, my mind turns to our
trans-gendered brothers and sisters.
Choosing to live life as they truly are,
living life the way they must, is truly
heroic.
So now that we’ve established that
heroes come in all shapes and sizes,
great and small, silent and on the
big screen – we know the term hero
is so flexible that it doesn’t have a
precise meaning. But there is one
thing about heroes and heroism
that is particularly resonant these
days. A sense of selflessness. We are
bombarded with news and evidence
of people acting purely in their own
self-interest. In a world where our
societies are divided along so many
lines, we all know that it’s the acts
of heroic selflessness that can see us
through what seem like very gloomy
times. Perhaps we actually need a
proper hero.
It was interesting, therefore, to see
how the contributing artists would
respond to the call for submissions
for this issue. In the first instance,
I expected works around military
heroes. With all that has been going
on in wars around the world, heroes,
reluctant or otherwise, have been in
abundance. Many with life altering
injuries, for whom heroism will come
down to the way they live out the rest
of their lives. But no, nothing of that
kind.

Gay men seem to have a particular
interest in super heroes. Is it the
tights? The muscles? The invincibility?
The sexual energy is undeniable, but
is it just down to that? Even the antiheroes have it, maybe even more if it,
whatever “it” is. Evil is certainly sexier
than the goodie goodies. Bot no,
nothing on that theme either.
Instead, what seem to have resonated
were themes around antiquity on the
one hand, and the heroism of living
life as we chose to and on our terms.
Based on the submissions for this issue
of MASCULAR Magazine, Heroes and
Heroism is about individuality, about
dedication and hard work. Our Heroes,
it would appear, are larger than life, a
Sumo wrestler, for example, but they
seldom call attention to themselves.
Our Heroes are introspective and
conscious of time and history. They
are the standard bearers for truth and
dignity.
Vincent Keith
December 2018

MASCULAR Magazine
sincerely regrets the delay
in the publication of this
issue. The delay was due to
unforeseen circumstances
beyond our control.

The Mascular Mix: Vol. 22, Hero
Brian Maier

If you would like to hear Brian Maier’s ‘White’ Mix, you can download it from

https://soundcloud.com/brianmaier/mascular-vol-22 or on iTunes.
The icons below will take you there directly.
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An installation of illustration and sound
by Charlie Hunter and Mike Wyeld

BRIXTON

30th November to 10th December
11

Downstairs at The Department Store, 248 Ferndale Rd, London, SW9 8FR

The Mascular T-Shirt
Mascular HISTORY
Hero
Mascular Shop on Redbubble

You can
order your
t-shirt from:

RedBubble

12
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HERO
Cesar Angel
One of my childhood memories is of setting up photo sessions with
my little sisters. These simple assemblies were for friends, and mostly
centered on fashion or musical concerts, but they allowed an outlet for
my inner artistic spirit. My parents, however, discouraged me from such
trivial diversions, as they believed that any type of artistic endeavor was
insufficiently masculine for a boy to indulge in. They forbade me from
attempting to develop my creativity, and I grew up fearful to explore
that side of me.
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You can see more of Cesar’s work Instagram at: cesarangel13

I felt different growing up, and my sexuality was a big part of it. Without
a true identity and uncertain of my emerging attraction towards boys,
I longed for an outlet to my repressed sexual urges—something that
would allow me to express those conflicting feelings.
For several years I denied my desire to create, and although I made some
attempts to follow a career in the arts at an early age, I did not pursue it,
and instead began a career in public health.

`

previous page: Hero | 1
this page: Hero | 2
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For several years, I dedicated myself to educating specific age groups on
HIV treatment strategies in the 21st century, but I still felt unfulfilled, and
yearned for a channel that would allow expression of my individuality.
It wasn’t until smart phones were readily available with decent cameras
that I was able to rekindle my interest in photography. Using this
technology, I was reintroduced to that part of my identity that was
neglected for so long. Soon I became the “go-to” photo capturer at
social gatherings, but still I sensed something lacking.
My first hero appeared 10 years ago, and I remember vividly the way
he looked—his hair was down to his waist, he wore eyeliner and an
awesome red eye shadow. His outfit was a top hat, a tuxedo jacket with
long tails, and a denim kilt finished off with combat boots. I was blown
away by his freedom and his daring individuality.
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I though to myself: finally, I’ve met someone with whom I can relate to
on a physical and ideological level. Before meeting Rafael, I thought that
perhaps I was some kind of anomaly, and that my passion and interests
were not normal and to be repressed at all costs. Without having had
a supportive early foundation, I thought of myself as talentless and
not good enough to create meaningful art or things of beauty. Rafael
exposed me to concepts of creativity I had not before experienced.
Together we attended galleries and music concerts, and he introduced
me to other artistic individuals. Slowly my sensibilities began to shift,
and that sparked the sense that maybe I could do something to rekindle
my interest in art.
My hero rescued me from a childhood full of indifference towards the
creative part of my being, and in many ways, he also gave me the tools

Hero | 3

to save myself. Despite this support, I still hesitated to launch myself
into the fine arts arena. I had my hero cheering me on and encouraging
me to follow my dreams, but now I was afraid of failing! I lived my life
by default: not really taking positive actions towards a goal, but merely
wishing for change.
In 2016 I was diagnosed with cancer, and I thought I would die without
ever having made an attempt at creating. I received treatment and
survived the adversity of illness, and once again my hero was there,
ready to assist me. While undergoing radiation therapy, I decided to buy
a camera and began taking pictures. My first official photo session was
with Rafael, and it was a fantastic experience, and today I celebrate my
hero, dear friend and brother.

Hero | 4

Individuality is a character trait that cannot be rushed or unpacked in
haste; instead we develop its quality over time. From the moment of
my first introduction to Rafael, the length of his hair extended past his
knees. After my diagnosis, he decided to cut off his own hair in solidarity
with my experience, and donate it to cancer patients. It was a gesture I
cherished, and in the same way that Rafael helped me uncover my inner
courage to seek and express individuality through photography, and to
define the terms of their own masculinity. I honor and share the hero
of my story so that it might motivate someone to embrace their past,
construct their inner truth, and connect with their own hero.
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3 VIEWS OF/ON (A) HERO(ES)
Hans-Peter Vogler
Among different themes in my work which vary from painting
landscapes to studies of the human body, I very much focus on
painting nudes.
A couple of years ago a book unveiling the work - relationship of
Austrian painter Anton Kolig with his models, I decided to focus
like he did on painting male nudes. I was very much interested
in the question, how the decades between his work (he did most
of the work between 1930 and 1950) changed the attitude men
developed to their bodies. And whether I would develop a style

in painting the male body like Kolig did, or there would originate
something new. (Anton Kolig gained a unique position in art
because he was drawing thousands of male nudes which was very
unusual at that time).
Starting about seven years ago I originally thought I will end up in
my artistical research with a final result. This presumption turned
out to be wrong, through the work I saw that the selfperception
of contemporary men is so wide which makes the topic an endless
sea of individual expressions.

previous page: Hero (A) | 1
this page: Hero (A) | 2
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I call my method of work: empathic realism, which expresses the
technique of perceiving the whole human being, apart of dividing
it into gender roles.
Overlaying the pass of time and the by photographic means hard
to show empathic layer, I let the situation and time flow on the
canvas generating unique results and usually different techniques
for each model.
That is why I didn’t deliver a “style”, as the form of perception
depends on the situation the mood of the model and the time
passing by while perceiving what the eye of the artist sees.
This is in short a brief summary what I want to attach as a short
text to my submissions.
Hans-Peter Vogler

In my submission I show men who have overcome challenges to
their existens:
(A)

Showing pride to be different and fight for it

(B)
This men was suffering from hip bone cancer; when
after one year spending in the hospital because of complications
he was let off with a stiff right leg. As he was used to be very much
into sports he found out that this stiff leg handicapped him so
much, that he could not do biking or swimming as he was used to
it before. Therefore he decided to let cut off his stiff leg. He went
to the hospital and is now doing sports with one leg intensively
again. Furthermore he is working with children suffering from
amputations to show them pride and self confidence. He came to
my atelier to let me draw his body.
(C)
These men overcame limits concerning their self
perception. Mislead body awareness or shyness due to religious
issues.
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(l): Hero (B) | 1
(r) Hero (B) |2

(l): Hero (C) | 1
(r) Hero (C) |2
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BODY MOSAICS
Gaston Lacombe
What makes these men heros? He has just turned 30. He just turned
63. He’s an entrepreneur. He’s a recent university graduate. He works
two jobs. He is raising three children. He is working on overcoming
body dysmorphia. He’s an immigrant. He volunteers. He finally
learned to love himself. He survived cancer. He’s a terrific cook. He
loves his partner. He is the best version of himself.
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You can see more of Gaston’s work at www.studiolacombe.com

Gaston Lacombe’s Body Mosaics take an intimate look at men and their
bodies, just as they are. Men, who took the heroic step of revealing
themselves fully for the camera, without shame or taboo. Through
detailed shots, Body Mosaics aim to provide of full body portrait of
these men, and a glimpse into their being. Each one of them, in their
own way, is a perfect version of masculinity. Shall we create your own
Body Mosaic?

previous page: Alex
this page: Cary
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ANGELES HEROICOS
Alejandro Caspe
Desde hace muchos años, lo ángeles han sido y siguen
siendo seres heroicos no tangibles en el mundo de los
mortales. Los ángeles representan el heroísmo puro
sobre la humanidad, en sus acciones y experiencias por
la vida. Seres con alas grandes y sin género, que se han
convertido en los guardianes secretos, esos que nadie
ve pero saben que están ahí y que nos siguen en cada
paso que damos como una sombra... Mucho se habla
de estos héroes que nos dicen que desde que nacemos
tenemos un ángel que nos acompañan desde que
nacemos hasta el ultimo día de nuestras vidas, muchos
aprenden a comunicarse con ellos y otros nunca se dan
cuenta de que siempre han estado ahí, pero si crees en
ellos o no, no dejan de ser nuestros grandes héroes a
quienes reconocemos por su grandeza.
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You can see more of Alejandro’s work at alejandrocaspe.com

For many years, angels have been and still are nontangible heroic beings in the world of mortals. The angels
represent pure heroism over humanity, in their actions and
experiences for life. Beings with big and genderless wings,
that have become the secret guardians, those that nobody
sees but they know that they are there and that they follow
us in every step that we take as a shadow ... There is a lot of
talk about these heroes who tell us that since we are born
we have an angel that accompanies us from birth to the
last day of our lives, many learn to communicate with them
and others never realize that they have always been there,
but if you believe in them or not, they do not leave to be our
great heroes whom we recognize for their greatness.

previous page: Angeles Heroicos | 1
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DIVINE SMILE UPON YOU
Alexei Biryukoff
In our age of video games anyone can be a hero, be it a noble warden saving the world from another
blight, or a cyberpunk preventing illuminati from installing the new world order. When I was doing a
few portraits on wood panels back in 2013, somehow I couldn’t banish the spirits of the Dungeons and
Dragons, piercing the veil in my studio. Thus the whole thing took on a life of its own and the unsuspecting
subjects were transformed into characters they could be in the gaming world.

You can see more or Alexi’s work at: www.biryukoff.com

previous page: Butcher
this page: Assassin
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WHAT IS A HERO?
Rick Castro
DON’T WASTE MY TIME WITH SUPERMAN, BATMAN,MARVEL/
DISNEY BULLSHIT.
GIVE ME- S&M DADDIES, BONDAGE MASTERS, LEATHER TITLE
HOLDERS, AND REGAL ANDROGYNOUS MEN.
I PREFER EGYPTIAN DEITIES LIKE AMMIT & SOBEK.
I’LL TAKE LUSTFUL MINOTAURS, MACHO STAGS, AND OLD
TESTAMENT PROPHETS WITH POST-MODERN TWISTS.
AS FAR AS I’M CONCERNED IT’S THE MODERN HERETICS THAT
RULE.
THESE ARE THE HEROS OF RICK CASTRO’S VISION.
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COSTUMES & MASKS DESIGNED BY KEITH HUNTER
STAG MASK- RAYMOND SANDOVAL
SOME CLOTHING & BOOTS- RICK OWENS
MAKE UP & HAIR- SASHA SPRUILL

You can see more of Rick’s work at ANTEBELLUMGALLERYBLOGSPOT.COM and on instagram.com/rickcastro.antebellum
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HERO
Oliver Zeuke

/ˈhɪərəʊ/
Noun
a person who is admired for their courage, outstanding achievements, or noble qualities.
a person who, in the opinion of others, has special achievements, abilities, or personal qualities and is regarded as a role model or ideal
---------------------------------Hero’s don’t always come with golden wings or bronze colored helmets, they come in many different kind of shapes.
When we think about heroes, we often think about the classical heroes of a movie. But there are also the everyday heroes that help an old lady
across the street, save lives by donating blood or bone marrow, or just are there when you need somebody.
In this photo series, I choose to go with the “classical” view of a hero, with wings and helmet, shoot on the Canary Islands (Spain) in Tenerife
(Teide) and La Gomera (Valle Gran Rey). An environment that perfectly emphasizes the greatness and fortitude of a hero.
In my eyes, my husband perfectly fits the role of the model as a hero.
That’s how I see him, that’s what he is for me – for all the little and big things he does.
He’s my hero!
Whose hero are you going to be today?
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You can see more of Oliver’s work at www.oliverzeukephotography.com
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HEROES
Ivor George Sexton
HEROES to me are the models I use who are willing to expose
themselves in a painting..not only physically but emotionally. We
now live in an age of creeping censorship and the need to conform
to a certain stereotype dictated to by the media. I only paint men
who are real...they are people who have something to say. I am on a
crusade to place the naked male form back to centre stage despite
the growing culture of “penis fear”. It is becoming increasingly
more difficult to exhibit the male nude and a lot of galleries now
bow down to pressure from the masses that the naked man is
You can see more of Ivor’s work at www.ivorsexton.co.uk

tantamount to perversion. I use a lot of mature models and I try
to give them a voice...just because a man is over a certain age does
not make him any less attractive or relevant. My painting tries to
capture the essence of a man in a very figurative way...I use a lot of
symbolism in my work and endeavour to narrate a story. The HEROES
of these tales are the men who need to be heard and seen in a world
that is becoming increasingly “throw away”. My HEROES still have a
voice and I will continue to paint them....uncensored and proud of
who they are.
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BREAKING FREE
Blake Yelavich
There is a hero in all of us. Living, breathing, wanting to become greater; to serve our people, our Earth, and ourselves.
Oftentimes, the only barrier between we as humble humans and greatness is a insignificant thin barrier - either selfimposed or society-imposed. The hero in all of us can see through it, can press against it, can fight it, and eventually break
through it - to shine in all of our beauty. There are heroes great and small; we are all that hero — we simply need the guts
and inner-strength to rip down our barriers, our negativity, our fright of the unknown and simply free ourselves. Come
what may, finding that freedom from boundaries is what makes each a true hero.

You can see more of Blake’s work at www.blakeyelavich.com and www.MenOfUtah.com
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UNSUNG HERO UNMASKED
Todd Lindberg
Many heroes are born from everyday men, who work for a living and
provide for their families in a loving way. There may not be any specific
momentous undertaking as often associated with a hero, but instead
the continuous unrelenting and unsung work that makes for the basis
of a real and loving relationship. Some times may be tough and sad,
others, elated and happy. But on the whole, a real hero comes through
day and after day.
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You can see more of Todd’s work at www.flickr.com/photos/tlcub4bear

Following a long laborious year of work and many late nights, often
a jaunt to a distant location helps clear the mind and sharpen the
tools of an everyday hero. During that time, the hero’s outer mask
may be removed in private to reveal the strong inner sole to his mate.
Recording these intimate moments helps to solidify the relationship,
lest we forget, and establish a base for future building and often
introspection and fantasy.

previous page: Unsung Hero Unmasked | 1
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HEROES OF SUMO
Gian Paolo Bocchetti

The sumo wrestlers in Tokyo are trained daily in a glazed gym that allows
amateurs of this discipline to see their heroes. They are heroes who live this art
in a simple way, using the road as an appendix to the gym. They live between
the indifference of the people who pass and the ephemeral glory that the fans
attribute to them.
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You can see more of Gian Paolo’s work at gpbistantanee.wixsite.com/ilmiosito
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THE PAINTER OF GODS, HEROES & MYTHOLOGIES
Frédéric Desclos
DELOS is a French painter who mainly oriented his production towards
the male nude. His choice is to reveal the naked male body as a work of
art by itself and to sublimate it. He has been painting since the age of
14 and draws his inspiration from mythology and from many sources
such as the Italian painters Quattrocento or Ingres, Poussin, Velazquez,
Vermeer, Magritte …
His works are made with very classic techniques of oil painting on
canvas to which he gives this little personal touch that gives both the
feeling of life, wonder and movement of these characters and bodies
sublime. The catalog of works of Delos is an invitation to travel in the
ancient myths that were the cradle of our civilization and today still
one of the foundations of our collective unconscious. Curious journey,
indeed, since it is the privilege of the creator, the freedom of the artist,
to establish a choice whose options as the limits he gives to his private
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You can see more of Frederic’s work at delos-art.com

acropolis are chosen by virtue of his own dreams aesthetic.
Delos revisits the marble bodies of these illustrious gods and heroes to
whom he gives new life, in contemporary bodies, in the form of ardent
colored academies.
Rediscover the journey of Ulysses, the eye of Narcissus, the wings of
Icarus, the rivalry of Castor and Pollux. One certainty: that of coming
out dazzled by the blinding beauty of morphological details treated so
naturally, with an infinite power mingled with a rare finesse.
No indecency for Delos in his expression of the unconscious and the
intimate, treated with justice, obviously: that of bodies of dream-cults,
to which he gives flesh, to illustrate the story.
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STANDING HIS GROUND
Vincent Keith
If the idea is to look up to heroes, one presumes that there must
be a reason. That they occupy a pedestal for a deserving reason.
Whether placed up there, or having arrived under his own steam,
the hero is a beacon, a point of focus – or, simply something
unattainable. Heroes are different because “you can’t be one”. Well,
I’ve never been one particularly for looking up to things. To get the
true measure of a man, I think you need to look him in the eye. It
is only by referencing your own experience and understanding of
the world that you can really be moved by heroism. Respecting
others and appreciating sacrifice is a worthy human response. But
hero worship and idolising people can be conversely unhealthy. We
are too quick to look to fantasy and fairytales for answers. And we
are too ready to circumscribe our dreams and desires in order to
conform to extneral pressures - real or perceived.
You can see more of Vincent work at mascularstiudio.com

Myths have their place, but they work only because they are
intangible with bigger than life characters doing impossible things.
But parables leave me wanting. I’m more into the specific. I like the
detail. I want to see the struggle and the victory up close.
My heroes are many. They are the men (and women) who chose to
live their lives on their own terms. I know that must sound like such
a low bar, but, in my experience, it has been something unusual to
encounter. I’ve chosen these images because they celebrate a kind
of freedom that “heroes” have the audacity to claim and inhabit. It’s
not about two fingers to the world. Rather, it is a declaration that
being at ease in one’s skin and taking responsibility for one’s choices
– boldly and assertively is the true measure of a man. Heroism of this
kind is beautiful. Moving. Captivating.

previous page: Mark Standing His Ground | 1
this page: Mark Standing His Ground | 2
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(l): Gert Standing His Ground | 1
(r): Ricky Standing His Ground | 1

(l): Gert Standing His Ground | 2
(r): Ricky Standing His Ground | 2
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Gert & Ricky Standing Their Ground | 12
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HEROES OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
Ron Amato
Much of my work over the past decade has been highly influence by anual sojourns to Italy, specifically Florence. Immersing myself
in the art of the Italian Renaissance has been hugely inspiring. I am there to teach a photography class, and seeing the work of
Michelangelo, Botticelli, Giambologna, Bartolomeo, Cellini, Ghiberti and Donatello through the eyes of my students keeps the experience
fresh for me year after year. I was surprised to find on my early visits, it was the sculpture that spoke to me most. Upon my first
return home, I immediately started making photographs which echoed what I saw in sculpture during my visit; the muscularity, the
poses, the way the light played off every ripple and sinewy limb. Whether it is Michelangelo’s David, Cellini’s Perseus or Giambologna’s
Hercules, these sculptures often depict heroes defeating a foe. The heroic depictions of these men during and post battle gives me
unending visual reference for how I present my models. Although the men depicted in these works of art are certainly heroes, my
heroes in this story are the artists who made these works, often at great personal sacrifice. This collection of images, made over the
past ten years, is dedicated to them. Thank you for speaking to me across the centuries.All images were made during my shoots for
Armor, The Box and Gay In Trumpland.
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You can see more of Ron work at ronamato.com
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THE GUARDIAN HERO
Richard McCorkel

HEROES to me are the models I use who are willing to expose
themselves in a painting..not only physically but emotionally. We
now live in an age of creeping censorship and the need to conform
to a certain stereotype dictated to by the media. I only paint men
who are real...they are people who have something to say. I am on a
crusade to place the naked male form back to centre stage despite
the growing culture of “penis fear”. It is becoming increasingly
more difficult to exhibit the male nude and a lot of galleries now
bow down to pressure from the masses that the naked man is

You can see more of Richard’s work on his Instagram kyjin3d

tantamount to perversion. I use a lot of mature models and I try
to give them a voice...just because a man is over a certain age does
not make him any less attractive or relevant. My painting tries to
capture the essence of a man in a very figurative way...I use a lot of
symbolism in my work and endeavour to narrate a story. The HEROES
of these tales are the men who need to be heard and seen in a world
that is becoming increasingly “throw away”. My HEROES still have a
voice and I will continue to paint them....uncensored and proud of
who they are.

previous page: Comic Hero Illustration of Joel Frazier
this page: Self Portrait of the Inspired Artist Richard McCorkel
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Realism Portrait of Joel Frazier

“It’s not what you are underneath, but what you do that defines
you.” - Nolan’s Batman Begins. Something that makes you think too
question our own thoughts of nobility & bravery and yet we live our
lives as anyone else; passively annoyed by the indifference of others,
even more so ourselves, sadly dreaming of a better world yet we fall
short to make a difference in the lives of others and ourselves. That is
something I have found in Joel Frazier. It’s a continuous act of selfless
compassion that he has for others; not just for his friends but to the
community and the people he serves as a doctor.
There is not set moment of time or description that defines his
actions of heroism, it’s continuous. Remembering that time when he
was hospitalized with cardiomyopathy causes internal organ failure
(liver, kidneys, etc...) and his physician said he wouldn’t make it past
the night and if for some miracle he did he wouldn’t make it past the
next decade. Well, that was 18 years ago and for him I believe was the
turning point; the birth of a hero so to speak.
Since then Joel has made a career in the services of others. He is not
just any doctor, but an orthopedic surgeon. And what makes him so
different from all other doctors? Yes, it’s true that they are always oncall ready for a moment’s notice to act on any emergency that comes
their way. But it’s the small simple things that come to mind like when
he was on vacation in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. We were swimming
with the dolphins at marine life reserve. We were there with a group
of strangers participating on this fun activity when one person in
our group start hurting, cramping up even and became frighten as
if she was suddenly attacked and injured. Joel took upon himself to
help the individual, first explaining who he is and that he is a doctor,
by physically demonstrating and guiding the person to safety. By the
end of the day not only did the person returned to thank Joel for his
act of kindness, so did the employees at the marine life reserve. It was
a simply but proud moment, not only for him but for me as well. It’s
those moments that I remember, it’s not a one time thing, but it is
apart of who he is. He has even been so considerate to others by giving
away his own vacation points and providing a vacation trip for others.
Vacation trips in which others would find difficult to afford even for
a single divorced parent of three children. He is constantly looking to
see how he can help or improve a situation and those acts are selfless
in itself.

Even as his lover, his partner, his best friend he continues to not only
amaze me but defy the odds. On a personal level, he has saved me more
than once, from myself and from others. Being there in the beginning
while helping me transition into my career as a Magnetic Resonance
Technologist. Before that it was a meaningless life of mediocrity: the
young, the uneducated, the ignorant and foolish gay life-style that I
created which was filled with nothing but parties and endless jobs
that lead to no where. Joel became my greatest salvation when my
mother died. It was my greatest defeat in life and Joel was there to
help me emotionally and physically while I struggled to cope. To this
day, he has never stop being a hero, not just for me but for anyone
else in need. His super power of compassion knows no bounds. I see
him as the hero I wish I could be, hopefully one day I’ll be that hero he
has shown me to be. That we as people can be heroes for each other.
To make each and every single moment count. Because we are not
promised tomorrow and we are better then how we see ourselves. We
too can be a hero just like Joel.
My art illustration is not only inspired by his inner beauty of
compassion but is manifested into his physic; a doctor by day and hero
by night. Muscular and masculine, humble and compassion.
As an artist I am inspired by heroism. So, I created a self portrait of my
self in an erotical illustration wearing a t-shirt that is represented by a
family of cartoon heroes, the Incredibles. I generally use photo images
for my realism portraits. In the original photo I was wearing pants, but
decide to draw myself without them on in the nude. This represents a
self of free expression, to uncover what has been hidden. The short is
pulled up, chest covered with the “I” symbol, also representing the hero
chest piece and too the theme itself a hero.
I combine realism into artistic illustration of self portrait photography:
materials used are Prismacolor and Faber-Castlle color pencil, and
Copic makers on tanned tone strathmore paper.
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BOUND
David Gray - YogaBear Studio
I’m finding that much of my photography centers around men who reject, or maybe just ignore, the constant pressure
to conform. These men are my heroes: they chart their own path, in life and in look. In one of my ongoing projects, I have
been celebrating one group of non-conformist men—the longhair community—with playful photographs that explore
some of the pleasure and subtle stigma of not submitting to the scissors.

You can see more of David’s work at www.yogabearstudio.com

previous page: Bound - Byron
this page: Bound - Elijah
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(l): Bound - Brockton
(r): Bound - Lumen

Bound - Jared
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Bound - Marco

Bound - Mark
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Bound - Vincent

(l): Bound - Stephen
(r): Bound - Nick
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DE LI N E AT E D I DE A L S
Spencer Jay
Arnold Schwarzenegger in Terminator 2: Judgement Day. In the opening scene he appears through time, the force of his travel leaving a
circular indent in the concrete. He is completely nude and solid muscle. He strolls confidently into a nearby bar and is met with suggestive
looks and comments from the women and looks of impress and confusion from the men. As he walks tall and naked through the bar he
sizes up a biker and proceeds to casually rebuff an assault and takes the mans clothes. Exit, Arnold Schwarzenegger in head-to-toe Biker
Leathers. This is my earliest memory of Hero Worship.

You can see more of Spencer’s work at http://quir.ca

previous page: Chris Wolf | 14
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When we think of Heroes we commonly think of fictional characters and that’s because we are
projecting our ideals onto someone else. Who we want to be, how we want to be, what we could be.
Someone greater than us in some way that brings out feelings of respect, admiration, an instinct
to be more.
And I am no exception from lifting up these fictional people to admire. Because I did and still do
want to be like them.
From The Terminators strong, protective nature to the sexual audacity and “Don’t Dream It Be It”
motto of Frank N Furter, and the creative, sensitive mind of Edward Scissor Hands, these were people
that I looked up to because I wanted to be like them.
I wanted to be strong and nurturing, sexual and bold, creative and trusting.
And decked head to toe in tight leather.
My shoot with Chris Wolf was a real life version of projected ideals, a real person that I respect
greatly. They work in the front lines of Harm Reduction and Community Outreach, are secure in their
identity, are understanding and compassionate.
They are tough, thoughtful, sexual, creative and bold.
And decked head to toe in leather.
Who says Hero Worship is just for characters in Media?

Chris Wolf | 8
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Chris Wolf | 10
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MUSCLE MEN
Michael Rosey aka IronRose
As a boy, I was too smart for m age and terrible at sports. This led to endless bullying from my peers.
However, with the onset of puberty, I knew I had to do something to prepare my body for imminent manhood. When I
discovered bodybuilding magazines, the living Greco Roman statues presented in them became my ideal of masculinity.
On my 12th birthday, I asked for weights, dumbbells, a barbell and a bench. I worked out in the basement every day for hours.
Although I wasn’t on any of the high school teams, my chest and shoulders competed with the best athletes.
In the 80s, when going to the gym became fashionable, I got my membership. Working out was part of my lifestyle. My body
didn’t feel right if I missed a few days.
I never did achieve the massive muscularity of those tanned and oiled men I idolized, but I did become toned and fit. The
discipline, as well as the fortitude, that weight training gave me has helped me though many of life’s challenges… some
predictable, other unforeseen.
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You can see more of Michael’s work at michaelrosey.com
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HERO
Tim Asato
My inspiration completly comes from movies,
specially, Taxi Driver and 1970s movies, where you
have this really heary masculine guys, always bad
ass..i really search for the contrast, of taxi driver and
a guy who in the interior loves “The Princes Bride”
, the contrast of what you pretend to be and who
you are. And always, always, we all have been kids,
and under everything we want to pretend and mas ,
there is always the child.
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Credits:
Photographer: Tim Asato
Model: Miguel Figueroa
Make up: Mary Torres

You can see more of Tim’s work at http://timasato.com or at @tim_asato on Instagram
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WASHED ASHORE
Richard Rothstein
Few contemporary heroes surpass the courage and daring of a United States Air
Force fighter pilot. But this shoot is on a very personal level. Some years ago, I was
assaulted in Central Park by a group of very drunk young men who assumed that
I was gay—rightfully so. I was terrified. As it turned out a USAF fighter pilot was
walking by with his girlfriend. He quickly intervened and actually snapped the arm of
one of my assailants. His girlfriend called 911. He was my hero, a truly American hero
who stood firm in his defense of an elderly gay man. He told me a story about being
shot down over the sea and yet safely swimming ashore. I dedicated this shoot to
him. And, yes, he knows and enjoyed the homoerotic perspective. Again, a true hero.
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You can see more of Richard’s work at richardrothstein.net or Instagram @rjr10036
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CONTRIBUTORS
have a BFA from School of Visual Arts
and an MFA from Long Island University. I am currently the chairperson of
the photography department at the
Fashion Institute of Technology in
NYC.

Alexei Biryukoff – born in the USSR
in 1976, presently lives and works in
Pittsburgh PA metro area. Besides
visual art, also known as Muhmood for
sound art and music projects.
Frederic Desclos - Delos-art.com

Todd Lindberg - Todd is a life-long photog-

raphy enthusiast with interest in fine-art male
photography as well as everyday photos. His
profession in computer engineering provides
a basis for the technical aspect or photography, while giving his creative side expression
and exercise away from the strictness of his
technical career. Todd has been married to his
husband George for 5 years now and is often a
subject of his photography.

Ron Amato - I was born and raised in
New York City and am proud to still
call it my home. I have been making photographs from early childhood. Most of my adult work centers
around the male form. In the 1990s
and early 2000s I shot for fitness and
sports magazines before going into
academia. I have exhibited extensively in the US and internationally
and have been published in a number of anthologies of male erotica. I

working for publishers and the magazine
industry. I decided to concentrate on my fine
art career in 1989 I have had solo exhibitions
in London, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Manchester,
the Lake District and West Yorkshire. I am
currently exhibiting at the MACT/CACT
Gallery of Contemporary Art in Switzerland
as part of the ENIGMA and DESIRE show. I
also have work in their private collection.
My work always tells a story and I tend to
have a series of paintings in mind before I
begin a new set. I like to draw the viewer
in and let them decide on the tale that is
unfolding. I use lots of symbolism in my
work...sometimes
flowers...sometimes
birds. My inspiration comes from many
different sources but always from my guts.
I am currently focusing on the male in art...
it is not an easy or commercial endeavour
but one I feel very passionate about. I am
also working on a much smaller scale that I
used to...usually no bigger than A4. This has
brought a far more detailed and intimate
nuance into my paintings.

of Catalonia ). I have made several
music videos with my crew for
different groups, both national and
international bands and djs. Years
later the world of photography began
to get my attention, so I decided
to study at the “IEFC” (Institute of
Photographic Studies of Catalonia).
Both my photographic work as my
video work, are influenced by my
Japanese and American roots as well
for the classic horror films of the
40s, 50s and late 60s as well as a big
erotic part inspired by old hollywood
movies and Neoralism Italian movies
like “Ludwig”. In Photography I have
been really lucky to work with labels
like Kepper, UMU, Timoteo and fashion
designers as Manuel Bolaño and Nuria
Serra Barcelona. And to embark in my
own personal projects, where I usually
work with themes that really pic
my interest, like lust, erotic behavior,
masculinity , and the male form.

Blake Yelavich

- is an awardwinning fashion, fitness and malephysique photographer in the West
Coast market. His work has been
seen by over one million people, but
he has yet to break that plateau that
makes him a highly-recognized name
in the industry. He has shot portraits
of everything from “Porn stars to
Mormons,” from the Chippendales
to Las Vegas Strip celebrities, and his
successful brand of Utah rural cowboys,
Men Of Utah™ (MenOfUtah.com)
collected over 4000 followers in just 11
days. More information can be found
at
www.patreon.com/blakeyelavich
This is his first submission to Mascular
Magazine.

Ivor George Sexton - I trained at

Portsmouth College of Art graduating in
1979. I went onto a career in illustration

Hans-Peter Vogler - Born in Innsbruck
grown up in the Tyrol, Austria; Academy
of the applied Arts Vienna,, Monbusho
scholarship in Japan, lives and works
in Berlin. Exhibitions: 2010 Hans Art,
Hamburg; 2012 Berliner Liste, Berlin,
„nude & neige“; 2014 Deutsche
Guggenheim Berlin, „Macht Kunst !“;
2014 Palazzo Bembo Venedig, shortlist;
2016 Museum Rabalderhaus Schwaz,
„45 Ansichten des männlichen Körpers“
(mit Arbeiten von Anton Kolig)

Tim Asato - I arrived to Barcelonaa
few years ago from Mexico City
to start my film studies at “CECC”
(Center of Cinematography Studies

Spencer Jay - QUIR/Boy Spence lives
in Vancouver with his Daddy Norm.
He works with the Health Initiative
for Men and sits on the board of
Vancouver Men in Leather. Some
of his best recent memories are at
East Side Re-Rides, the local Leather
consignment shop created by prolific
Leather-Dyke Elaine. Most of his
creative work revolves around Queer
Identity and frequently (though not
always) happens in Black and White.
IG: @boyspence

Alejandro Caspe - Alejandro Caspe
born in México 1974 and in 1992 started in photography. From childhood
he was attracted by the nudity in advertising models and as continuing

CONTRIBUTORS
a childish game, moved that morbid
early consolidating his artistic work, at
maturity, aesthetic and expressive universe that identifies his work. This led
to a creative look that has conceptualized a disturbing personal eroticism
that, far from anchoring pornography
is a legitimate original and bold artistic statement.

Gaston Lacombe – Born in Paris in
1965, Eric Lanuit has Gaston Lacombe
is a photographer and artist based in
Washington DC and Provincetown,
Massachusetts, where he runs the
Studio Lacombe studio and gallery.
His work combines an innovative approach to photography along with
graphic arts. Over the last decade
his list of clients has included National Geographic, the Smithsonian
Institution, National Parks, the World
Wildlife Fund and many other publications and organizations.

Ricard McCorkel - A newly inspired
artist from “The Red Stick” of Louisiana
who now resides in the Northwest. I
found my innate artistic abilities when
I was in high school, but at that time
a career in art seem inevitable. Now,
with only a couple of art classes from
high school under my belt I have yet
to begin a professional experience in
the art field. Highly motivated from
the challenges of life: the conflicts, the
turmoils, grief, and all the surrounding
drama. For me it’s not just an escape,
but through the creative process it
has become a new method of self
discovery. I’m inspired by a world that
is unknown, free from rules. A use
a narrative style that is expressed
through realism and cartoon.

Richard J. Rothstein - Richard J
Rothstein has two passions as a
photographer: New York City and men;
and he combines them whenever
possible. Best known for his dramatic
cityscapes and his male nudes in
and around New York City, Richard
is a storyteller, taking male nude
photography far from the studio and
into the streets. “My goal is to create
a homonormative view of the world.”

Cesar Angel - I was born in Colombia,
South America, and relocated to
the United States at the age of 15. I
learned photography through selfdetermination and I been shooting
professionally for 2 years. I seek to
reveal the art in everyday items and
surroundings, which is why I have
a passion for street portraiture,
nature within an urban landscape,
and street photography. My goal
as a photographer is to challenge
conventional perceptions of beauty
and gender and show the world
unexpected
aesthetics.
Apart
from photography, I have 20 years
experience in the public health
field and worked in several national
health initiatives and educational
programs geared towards the LGBTQ
population, with particular emphasis
on HIV and aging.

Oliver Zeuke - Oliver Zeuke was born
in December 1973 in Bavaria, and
has been living in Düsseldorf since
2007. In 2013 the now passionate
photographer bought his first DSLR
camera. From holiday photos and
snapshots his passion for photography
developed. That’s how he came up
with his slogan “From snapshots to
passion“. His 2015 collaboration with
his husband culminated in the “Sexy
Sunday” project, wich had a show and
a was published in book form. What
makes his photos special in particular
is his love for details. “The viewer is to
feel more than he sees.”

Gian Paolo Bocchetti - I was born
in the Italian city named Turin on
February 21 of a few decades ago... (for
the people curious of historical dates,
in 1962). After several multifaceted
experiences I graduated at the faculty
of Architecture of the Politecnico
di Torino. For years I played the role
of assistant of a famous professor.
Between students in tears, master
classes and house projects for
unconscious buyers, the years passed.
Passionate traveler,I explored countries
and people of the 5 continents. The
passion for photography was born to
documenting with my eyes people,
spaces and architectures. “World
theater in one click” becomes my
photographic project. I am currently
preparing a book on Berlin and a
project called Bodouir.

Michael Rosey aka Iron Rose - After
working as a jewelry designer for
20 years, a catastrophic call left me
paralyzed with limited use of my
hands and arms. With the help of
splints, Velcro and the love of my
friends, I am able to create again. I
studied nude drawing as a teenager,
dabbled in fashion illustration,
studied graphics as an undergrad and
obtained an MA in Art Education. I
have travelled extensively and seen
too many of the world’s museums.
All of this influences my work. Forever,
I will be grateful to Mascular for
discovering and challenging me.

Rick Castro – Photographer, filmmaker, curator, writer and blogger lives in
Los Angeles since birth.

David Gray - David Gray is currently
living, shooting, and Photoshopping
in San Diego, California. He
founded YogaBear Studio in 2003
and has published widely in the
bear community. YogaBear Studio
specializes in portrait and nude
imagery for men of all fitness
levels, with an emphasis on hirsute
masculinity.
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Issue No. 25 | Winter 2019

MOTION
Planes, Train and Automobiles. Surf Boards, Roller Skates and Bicycles. Whatever gets you moving.
Issue No. 25 of MASCULAR Magazine is on the move with you. We’re talking about MOTION. The
fantastic inventions that move you from point A to point B. The contraptions that help you escape
your own gravity. Or, the simple pleasure of not standing still.
Creativity is the act of conjuring up the unknown, the new and the impossible. It’s always been
a king of journey. For some, the creativity is focused on the means of making the journey, while
for others, the journey itself is the creative bit. Be it from here to there, or then to now, motion
has played am integral part in how we relate to the world around us. Our potential to move is
fundamental to what makes us human.
Perhaps you are more interested in vehicles - they have potential too. The can do great things and
can cause unimaginable harm. As children, we are fascinated by trains, planes, cars and bikes basically anyting with a wheel on it. Then, it was about power, escape and speed. I recall much of
my childhood based on the car my parents had at the time. “That was when we had the Corvere
that was blown up” or “We went there in the yellow Volvo”. As we get older, out tastes tend to be
more refined, and the “how” is as important as the “what”.
But motion doesn’t require a vehicle. Motion doesn’t even require a body. Motion can be about the
celestial, or about fluidity, or even the advancement of thoughts and ideas. We call on artists and
creatives from around the world to submit works that capture any of the concepts MOTION might
capture, or to dream up new ones and share those.
If you are interested in contributing to Issue No. 22, please contact MASCULAR Magazine at:
submissions@mascularmagazine.com
Deadline for submissions is March 11, 2019.
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